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Howells Essay Prize—Call for Entrants 
 

The Howells Society Essay Prize is awarded each year to the writer of the best paper on Howells presented at the 
annual ALA conference. The winning essay  may have been presented in any session on the program of the confer-
ence, including but not limited to panels sponsored by the Howells Society. Papers are judged by members of the 
WDHS Executive Committee, who have the option of appointing additional readers as necessary.  

The author of the winning essay will receive a cash award of $250, and the winning essay will be published (with the 
author’s permission) in a future issue of The Howellsian. Copyright remains with the writer of the essay; publication 
here does not preclude later publication elsewhere of a revised and expanded version of the essay.  

2017 presenters who wish to enter their papers in this year’s competition must submit them by January 16, 2018 to 
the Society’s Vice President and Program Chair, Andrew Ball. You are welcome to revise your paper before submitting it, 
but please keep in mind that the essay should be a "conference length" paper and should not exceed 12-15 pages, maxi-
mum. Please send the papers as e-mail attachments, in MS Word format, to Andrew Ball, ajball79 at icloud.com 

Abstracts 
Papers Given at the American Literature Association Annual Conference  

1. “Howells’s Critical Poetic Engagement 

with Race and Lynching” 

Patricia Chaudron 

University at Buffalo 

 

 When William Dean Howells writes about class and 
labor issues either as a novelist, a poet, or as an essayist, 
he is generally relatively direct in expressing his discon-
tent. The question of race, however, has generally been 
viewed in terms of lack. If Howells discusses race at all, 
his approach seems too indirect and the most fraught topic 
of the 1890s – lynching – seems to be completely absent. 
Howells’s engagement with this topic has remained invis-
ible because it took place in his last unpublished manu-
script, “The Home-Towners” (1918), and in a genre that 
is often left out of the realist mainstream: his 1890s poet-
ry. Moreover, when contextualized within the lynching 
poetry of Paul Laurence Dunbar and James Weldon John-
son and Ida B. Wells’s A Red Record, Howells’s use of 
poetic indirection and abstraction become culturally reso-
nant ways to address the deep trauma of the continuing 
social and cultural repercussions of racism.  

Howells’s descriptions of lynching in the fictional 
and poetic realm are characterized by a sense of indirec-
tion that turns out to be unexpectedly confrontational. In 
“The Home-Towners,” Howells employs aural witness-
ing. By focusing on voice, Howells forces readers to step 
away from complacently consuming lynchings as, to use 
Saidiya Hartman’s term, “scenes of subjection.” It is, 
however, the compressed and fractured nature of his 
1890s poetry that allows Howells to most ardently ad-
dress the frustrating historical circularity of racism. His 
September 1895 poem, entitled “Statistics,” can be read 
as approaching the disappointment of Reconstruction and 
includes possible references to lynching. Howells never 
uses the term lynching, but, like Wells in A Red Record, 
published the same year as “Statistics,” Howells engages 
in an unsettling critique of racial stereotyping that rein-
vents the practice of presenting African Americans as ci-
phers of criminal deviance. The poem’s condensed nature 
and meaningful, instead of evasive, indirection allow for 
multiple levels of positionality: it is representative of 
Southern bias, deeply critical of it, and the speaker even-
tually seems to be at a loss about how to move forward. 
As such it is the textually minimal but referentially multi-
modal space of poetry that creates one of the most realis-

On the Neglected Works of William Dean Howells  

Chair: Andrew Ball, Lindenwood University 
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tically complex representations of African American strug-
gle in Howells’s oeuvre.      

 

2. “ ‘The slow martyrdom of her sickness 

malady’: William Dean Howells’ ‘Sketch of 

Winnie’s Life’ ”  

Lindsey Grubbs 

Emory University 

 

The memorial pamphlet that William Dean 
Howells wrote after the death of his daughter Win-
ifred has been incorporated into biographical research 
about Howells’ life and work. The pamphlet, self-
published in a limited run of 100 copies in 1891, is a 
major source for John Crowley’s “Winifred Howells 
and the Economy of Pain,” while more recently, Mi-
chael Anesko provides a fresh reading of The Quality 
of Mercy by noting resonances between its descrip-
tions of Winifred and the frail Adeline Northwick. In 
my paper, I foreground the pamphlet as a literary doc-
ument on its own terms through close attention to the 
document itself and by tracing Howells’ revisions 
from an earlier manuscript draft (Houghton Library 
bMS Am1784.16[19]). The manuscript is extensively 
edited, revealing Howells’ preoccupation with ques-
tions like how effusively to praise his famous literary 
friends, his systematic removal of religious terms, and 
his struggle to comprehend what precisely happened 
to his daughter’s health. My primary interest when 
reading the pamphlet is in this last vein: Howells’ rep-
resentation of illness and grief not only casts light on 
his personal beliefs but also provides an articulate ex-
pression of the complicated experience of the medi-
cally mysterious nervous and hysterical illnesses so 
prevalent in the late nineteenth century.    

Prior to Winifred’s death, Will sometimes ex-
pressed doubts about the legitimacy of her suffering, 
suggesting that she “suffers littler or no pain, but…
manages to work upon our sympathy,” and believing 
that her sense of physical, rather than mental, illness 
was misplaced. After her death, though, he represents 
mind and body as inextricably linked, emphasizing 
the relationship between her emotional life physical 
decline. For example, her love of childhood and des-
pair at becoming an adult is emphasized in what 
sometimes reads as a justification of her early death. 
Slight alterations show him still wrestling with the 
question of Winifred’s agency over her disease, but in 
the end he emphasizes her silent suffering—a stark 
departure from his earlier frustration. As he shapes 
his daughter’s legacy through biography, he actively 
works against the stereotype of a complaining female 
nervous patient—the same stereotype that character-
ized his least generous reactions to his beloved daugh-
ter. Emotional insertions and deletions describing her 

illness suggest a careful management of the lines be-
tween private and personal suffering and a concern 
for the appropriate amount of pathos to characterize 
lingering illness and death, both of which cohere with 
the immense guilt he experienced upon her death. In 
the end, her devastating and frustrating illness was 
apotheosized into what he called the “slow martyrdom 
of her malady.” Ultimately, through my reading of the 
pamphlet, I examine the way that Howells both draws 
upon and resists popular understandings of women’s 
health while memorializing his daughter.  

 

3. “Howells’s The Whole Family: A Collab-

orative Failure?” 

Gregory J. Stratman 

American Public University 

 

 The Whole Family was an experiment in collabo-
rative authorship of fiction, a plan conceived by How-
ells, which emanated from the question of how each 
member of a family may be affected by a shared fami-
ly experience. Howells also wanted to showcase his 
approach to realism at a time when the literary move-
ment was taking its naturalistic turn. He helped sell 
the idea to Elizabeth Jordan, who was at that time the 
editor of Harper’s Bazaar, by claiming that the work 
would be “a showplace for Harper’s family of au-
thors” (Crowley, 96).  

Eleven authors joined Howells in the project, the best 
known being Henry James. Mark Twain declined an 
invitation. Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, the “culprit” au-
thor of Chapter 2, is likely the next most recognized 
name to 21st-century readers. The rest are now mostly 
unknown and unread. 

As with all “well laid plans”, Howells’s objectives and 
expectations were thwarted, as one should likely sus-
pect when a dozen highly creative and highly inde-
pendent writers take on such a project together. How-
ells set the stage in the opening chapter, focusing on 
the father but also introducing several other members 
of the family. He set the stage and indicated the direc-
tion, but it did not take long for the work to veer into a 
different direction completely. 

The project produced an intriguing novel, mostly due 
to the dynamic tensions created with Wilkins’s chap-
ter.  It was a minor commercial success because of its 
unique authorship but was considered an artistic fail-
ure by those involved, especially Howells and Jordan. 
But two tangential but substantive issues are worth 
discussion: How did involvement in this project affect 
the careers of any of the writers, if at all, and what im-
pact did this experiment have on the future of collabo-
rative writing projects? 
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ISSUE 1: The eleven writers who joined Howells on 
this project were considered to be the upper echelon 
of the roster of writers for Harper’s. Howells himself 
testifies to that fact in a statement written to Jordan: 
“If you find the scheme does not commend itself to 
the more judicious and able among the writers to 
whom you propose it, you had better drop it. I should 
not like to appear in co-operation young or unim-
portant writers” (Crowley, 96). From a man who often 
provided unflinching support to help “young and un-
important writers”, that statement indicates how vital 
he felt it was to have Harper’s best writers involved. 

ISSUE 2: A number of people viewed this project as 
more of a “literary stunt” than a serious literary en-
deavor. After all, a collaborative novel written by a 
dozen highly considered writers based on a plan by 
the “dean” of American literature who was already 
being rousted from that position by a new generation 
of writers, realism’s second generation. Were the pro-
cess and results sufficiently negative to discourage 
any future attempts at a similar endeavor? Has this 
novel had any impact on writing, the reading of writ-
ing, the teaching of writing? 

Howells on Race and Class in the Gilded Age 

Chair: Andrew Ball, Lindenwood University 

1. “A Farce and Failure of a Novel: Farcical 

Realism in William Dean Howells’s An Im-

perative Duty” 

Lisa McGunigal 

The Pennsylvania State University  

Abstract unavailable. 

 

2. “An Imperative Duty and the Idea of 

Race in the Late 19th Century” 

Naoko Sugiyama 

Japan Women’s University  

 

 William Dean Howells, like his contempo-
rary Mark Twain, was strongly opposed to racism and 
especially against its “one drop rule,” which defined 
anyone with any African ancestor, however light-
skinned, as African American.  By narrating how the 
young heroine, Rhoda, who is “1/16th African Ameri-
can,” and Olney, the 30-year-old white doctor, both 
try to deal with the issues of definition and the hierar-
chy of races in the United States, in which the “one 
drop rule” is of crucial importance, Imperative Duty 
not only criticizes the unscientific race prejudices of 
its time but also sentimental fiction as a genre that 
often sensationalized the “tragic mulatta.”  Intention-
ally making use of the “tragic mulatta” formula, in 
which a beautiful heroine who has been raised as 
white turns out to have an African-American ancestor, 
Howells illustrates how absurd and even harmful the 
sensational representation of the “tragic mulatta” is, 
as well as how absurd the idea of the “one drop rule” 
itself is.   

At the same time, the novel also illustrates 
how “American” identity was being constructed with 
the “one drop rule,” with African Americans at the 
bottom of the race/ ethnicity hierarchy.  African 

Americans and Irish immigrants are both represented 
deplorable and threatening from Rhoda’s and Olney’s 
points of view.  By depicting how both Rhoda’s and 
Olney’s identities as American are threatened, the 
novel shows that the definition of “race” was closely 
related to class issues and therefore actually unstable, 
and that in order to secure their identity as American 
citizens, both Rhoda and Olney paradoxically have to 
leave the United States and live in Italy.  By the word 
“duty,” Howells may not have referred to the duty of 
light-skinned African Americans to reveal their “real” 
racial identity, but the duty of American citizens in 
general to understand the fallacy of the one drop rule 
and to confront the racism of their country.   

 

3. “Marble Halls and Tenement Houses: 

Proxemics between the Middle Class and 

Working Class During the Gilded Age” 

Kirsten Clemens  

Appalachian State University 

 Abstract unavailable. 

 

4. “An Innocent Abroad: Mr. Homos, the 

Altrurian Traveler” 

M.M. Dawley  

Boston University 

 

 During the Gilded Age, many middle-class 
Americans realized that the gap between the rich and 
poor was constantly widening, but they refused to give 
up hope in the capitalist system. While socialism had 
gained some popularity in the country, the Haymarket 
affair of 1886 frightened many into believing that the 
political system was ultimately violent. Despite these 
negative associations, however, William Dean How-
ells engages with socialist ideals in his Altrurian trav-
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 MINUTES 

W.D. Howells Society Business Meeting—Boston, Thursday, May 25, 2017 
Present: Andrew Ball, Sarah Daugherty, Daniel Mrozowski, Paul R. Petrie, Gregory Stratman 

1. Members present unanimously approved appointment of Margaret Jay Jessee to the office of Secretary / Treasurer, 
replacing the recently resigned Mischa Renfroe. The Society thanks Mischa for her many years of service in this posi-
tion. 

2. Finance and membership report from Prof. Renfroe (via Paul Petrie):  

PayPal account balance $1055.98 

Ban account balance $1497.97 

55 members have paid dues in the last 5 years. The Society has no email addresses for 12 of the 55, including the 
3 Howells descendants on our rolls. 

Approximately 10-15 members pay dues regularly, including 8-10 who pay annually. 

Membership list was recently updated, removing members who hadn’t paid dues during the last 5 years. 

3. 2016 ALA essay prize suffered from low number of submissions; prize committee will read one essay submitted be-
fore deciding whether or not to proceed with the prize. 

4. Discussion of panel topics for ALA 2017. Ideas included “Howells in the Age of Trump,” “Howells and Democracy / 
Politics,” and “The Rise of Silas Lapham.” Lapham panel would follow-up projected winter/spring publication of updat-
ed Norton Critical Edition of novel; might include invited panelists, including scholars whose work appears in the new 
NCE. 

5. Forward planning for 2020 observation of centenary of Howells’ death. Possibility of using Society funds to pay for 
major speaker at ALA. Adam Gopnik (New Yorker), who has written and spoken re: Howells in the past? Special cen-
tenary panels and Howellsian issue? Edited volume of centenary essays?  

6. Petrie will draft letter to board of directors of Library of America for Society’s consideration, encouraging further 
publications in LOA’s Howells series, which currently ends with 1888’s Annie Kilburn. 

7. Discussion of ways to encourage more Society member participation, including return to more frequent rotation of 
office holders and/or institution of ad-hoc/task-specific officers.  

Respectfully Submitted, 

Paul R. Petrie 

 

eler series, first published in Cosmopolitan in 1892. 
Howells’s Mr. Homos offers an alternative view of so-
cietal structure that leans heavily towards socialism, 
while reflecting the author and his audience’s contem-
porary middle-class concerns. Speaking through the 
mouthpiece of the perfectly innocent Mr. Homos, 
Howells is able to offer scathing criticism of the bour-
geois and leisure-class Americans with whom he in-
teracts, submitted politely by an outsider whose civili-
zation has progressed far beyond the America of the 
Confident Years.  

With the Altrurian Traveler series, Howells 
plays with the ancient satirical tradition of the mask 
and the contemporary literary trope of the mysterious 
stranger to contribute to the field of socialist utopian 
fiction. While none of these approaches are uncom-
mon, the effect of their combination in A Traveler 
from Altruria (1893) is to lull the audience into a 
sense of security and familiarity with the narrator—a 

writer—and his friends and associates at the country 
hotel. As the narrator meets, questions, and begins to 
be suspicious of Mr. Homos—the visitor from a land 
everyone has heard of but no one has seen—he mir-
rors the national fascination with innocence and cor-
ruption. From Howells’ perspective, all Americans are 
stuck in the narrator’s peculiar paradox: all seem to 
believe that actual innocence and progress is possible, 
but all simultaneously trust that human nature is far 
too corrupt for any such ideal to be achieved. As the 
Altrurian traveler suggests through his critiques of 
American society and his portrait of his homeland, 
there are other alternatives to capitalist greed and un-
charitable individualism, and with some hard work 
the United States might progress beyond its current 
barbaric stage. Howells’ critique of the distance be-
tween American idealism and realism demonstrates 
his simultaneous faith in the American experiment 
and fear that it might never live up to its potential.   
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HOWELLS ESSAY PRIZE WINNER 2016 
Howells’s Grief: Continuing Bonds with Winny and  

the Neglected Stops of Various Quills 
Harold K. Bush, Saint Louis University 

As the first born love child of a true romance, and being raised on the banks of the Grand Canal in Eu-

rope’s most exotic locale, Winifred Howells became for her famous father an emblem of those enchanting 

days of Italy, the tangible evidence of that youthful romance, an enduring embodiment of Venetian magic.  

 Winifred, called within the family “Winny” (or sometimes spelled, “Winnie”), was a precocious and bright 

young girl who early on desired to become a writer, like her increasingly famous father.  In this regard they 

had a special relationship, and Howells encouraged her in her authorial pursuits.  Her poems tended toward 

the darkly romantic, including a fascination with doubt and suffering mixed in with a strong veneration for 

the innocence and playfulness of childhood.  A number of her poems were published in her lifetime, some at 

an early age and a few in prestigious magazines, marking her as a bit of a poetic prodigy.  

 Winny’s best poems display a personality of childlike joyfulness mixed with what seems like a prescient 

doom.  By the time her best poetry was composed, Winny had already lived a troubled life, including severe 

illness that would make her a confirmed invalid for the last several years of her life. At the age of 21, in the fall 

of 1885, she suffered a relapse that would plague her for years to come, leading to her death in 1889.  Four 

years after that, in 1893, Howells was still feeling tortured by guilt and despair, as Mark Twain suggests in 

writing to a mutual acquaintance:  “Oh, I know! I know! But there is no help; nothing will ever cheer Howells 

up again; his heart is buried in Winnie’s grave.”1   Six years after Winny’s death, Howells still felt it:  in a May 

1895 letter to another family member he writes, “I went out to Cambridge. . . . but it was terribly painful to 

me, with all the ghostly past rising up at every step. . . . Of course I went to the cemetery [sic], but I could not 

realize Winny there, while in a hundred other places, she was still a little girl, holding by my hand.”2 

  The memory of Winny haunted Howells for the remainder of his life—and also inspired him to a greater 

moral urgency and even to a sort of spiritual awakening.  Surprisingly, very little has been written about her 

death on Howells, including his writing.  My chapter on Howells in Continuing Bonds with the Dead attends 

to these phenomena with more focus and detail than previous critical appraisals, suggesting in much more 

detail how Winny’s death radically changed Howells.  There I argue in a great deal more detail than I can uti-

lize here that Winny’s decline and death did not sever their relationship, but rather I show how Howells, like 

many bereaved parents before and since, experienced a powerful need to maintain the bonds with his dead 

child.3 

 In this way, for example, Winny haunts the pages of A Hazard of New Fortunes; on the one hand, Hazard 

represents the commencement of a search for solutions to the illnesses of urban America.  One also thinks of 

the long, mazelike search for a New York apartment that dominates the novel’s opening hundred pages.  But 

on a more deeply-felt, personal level, Hazard documents the search for some manner of Christian consolation 

in the wake of Winny’s death.   

 Similarly, and related directly to Hazard because it was written just after its completion, the culminating 

depiction of this search for home may be considered the collection of poems called Stops of Various Quills 

(1895).  Many of the excellent poems in this volume appeared in groups in Harper’s during the early 1890s, 

but the publication of the complete volume presents them in Howell’s final sequence and version, including 

ordering in such a way as to suggest a redemptive outcome to grief.4  The many fine illustrations, by the noted 

artist Howard Pyle, are elegant and classical in subject matter.  It is a vastly underrated volume, and what is 

perhaps most remarkable about it is the way it records Howells’s spiritual quest in the lengthy aftermath of 

Winny’s death.   Stops of Various Quills is an eloquent, often beautifully written testament to that spiritual 

journey, as experienced by Howells.  Just as Tennyson’s In Memoriam is suffused with both doubt and faith, 
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regret and consolation, Stops of Various Quills is a haunting, well-wrought minor masterpiece that speaks 

powerfully to Howells’s continuing bonds with his dead daughter—or at least, his urgent longing to believe in 

those bonds, and to maintain them.   

 Stops of Various Quills has rarely been analyzed by critics, but when it has been discussed it has been 

seen as emblematic of the emergence of the modern temperament, a depiction of “radical doubt and anxiety” 

typical of the literature that would subsequently be produced in the early part of the 20th century.  As such, 

Howells’s book seemed to presage the coming of a darker, more hopeless view of suffering and death.  The 

sense of loss is real and pervasive as the poetry inventories the inner life of a man whose sufferings were cor-

rosive, private realities, shielded from public view by the smiling façade of the grandfatherly Dean of Ameri-

can letters.”5 While this account of the tortured, agnostic modern soul rings true, what critics have overlooked 

is the affirmation made in Stops of Various Quills of Howells’s serious quest for faith and consolation, in light 

of all the suffering and pain. If we grant the fact that the divided mind is in fact a common phenomenon 

among grieving parents, what is most easily seen is the despair and hopelessness side of the equation. But the 

quest for faith always includes questions of doubt and hopelessness. In this volume, and besides this “modern 

sensibility” riddled with anxiety and radical doubt, Howells also documents his desire to believe, including a 

strong yearning for immortality and the continuing bonds with the dead, especially with Winny.   

 Stops of Various Quills consists of simple forms, in which private suffering is stated plainly and emotion-

ally.  It is plausible that the volume was influenced by Emily Dickinson's similarly plain yet emotional expres-

sions, since Dickinson's poems received strong praise in a review by Howells for Harper’s in 1891.  He was so 

impressed by her work that he wrote to Mark Twain touting her as well.6  As with Dickinson’s finest docu-

ments of grief, Howells’s poems strip away the façades of social convention to show the naked human soul 

underneath:  “How must I shrink and cower before them there,/ Stripped naked to the soul and beggared 

bare/ Of every rag of seeming!”7  “Twelve P.M.” sounds like a precursor to T. S. Eliot’s “Prufrock”: having re-

turned home after a lengthy dinner party, the narrator must “take off one's perfunctory smile, and be/ Wholly 

and solely one's sheer self again.”  Taking off his clothes at the end of a social event is like “[putting] off the 

body, and the whole/ Illusion of life, and in one's naked soul/ [Confronting] the eternal Verity” (VIII).  And in 

“Change,” the narrator remembers the lost beloved (certainly reminding us of the daughter Winny):  

“Suddenly I think of her that died, and know,/ Whatever friendly or unfriendly fate/ Befall me in my hope or 

in my pride,/ It is all nothing but a mockery,/ And nothing can be what it used to be,/ When I could bid my 

happy life abide,/ And build on earth for perpetuity,/ Then, in the deathless days before she died” (IX). These 

and most of the other poems are saturated with the futility of loss. 

 But besides these looming meditations of death and despair, other poems are suggestive of hope and at 

times, the promise of reunion. Without this aspect, there could be no real “dividedness.”  In “Statistics,” the 

poet decries the work of actuaries at an insurance company, trying to predict how many will die in a given 

month, how many will suffer from theft and arson, and so forth.  “And from these figures science can discern 

the future in the past,” he claims. But despite the statisticians attempt to predict the forces of evil, this tribute 

to the explanatory powers of insurance ends with an appeal to something beyond: “your facts are facts, yet 

somewhere there is God.” (XXIII).  Life insurance officers, it turns out, are ill equipped to answer life’s tough-

est questions about the afterlife.  Other poems gesture even more directly towards belief in God and in a re-

demptive hope, yet have conveniently been left out of accounts of the book’s message by previous critics. In 

“Another Day,” the narrator experiences a romantic spot of time, “that brute joy,/ Or that prophetic rapture of 

the boy whom every morning brings as glad a breath/ As if it dawned upon the end of death!”  Then there is 

the poem itself titled “Hope.”  Here we listen to the narrator, sighting land while out sailing in the ocean, im-

agining another crossing, to another kind of existence, beyond death:  “I shall see arise another world out of 

that waste time lapse,/ Like yonder land. Perhaps––perhaps––perhaps!” (XVII).  The “perhaps,” repeated 

three times, is telling: he is divided in his response, deeply longing that other place, but uncertain about its 
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reality. Though the poem is titled “Hope,” the word “hope” is not mentioned in the poem itself; and it is bur-

ied underneath the uncertainties of the three uses of “perhaps.” As an expression of hope, these “perhaps” can 

be read in both directions. In this way, it is very much like the final lines of A Hazard of New Fortunes, where 

Basil and Isabel March encounter Margaret, now wearing her “dress of the sisterhood” as a nun.  Though 

Margaret never speaks on this final page of the novel, the Marches “felt that the peace that passeth under-

standing had looked at them from her eyes.”8  The allusion is the Philippians 4, and would later be used as 

emblematic for transcendent peace in another of Eliot’s famously modern epics. 

 The conclusion to the volume is the author’s confession that he has decided to trust, even though he con-

fesses to feeling like an orphan, one “[withering] up with doubt.”  Though we can never know for certain, it all 

comes down to trust, says Howells: a sort of “Will to Believe” moment in the tradition of William James.  As in 

his novel Hazard, the collection Stops of Various Quills finds some solution in “trust” as opposed to undoubt-

ing “faith”; but also in self-emptying and giving to the poor and oppressed.  Thus does the great novel end; we 

might say, regarding that “peace that passeth understanding,” --“Perhaps––perhaps––perhaps!”   

 Later, near the end of his life, Howells gave even stronger evidence that he grew in his convictions of hope 

in the face of suffering, in a powerful essay called “The Counsel of Consolation.”  There he wrote: “if there is a 

counsel of consolation which I would offer above all the rest to the mourner it would be to seek out in the very 

ecstasy of pathos some instance of affliction and minister to it.”  The expression “ecstasy of pathos” is certain-

ly a striking one, and it speaks directly to the redemptive possibilities of suffering. The conversion of pain into 

ministry is only possible, says Howells, through the continuing bonds with the dead: “The time will come 

when you shall not indeed forget your dead, but when they shall be hopefully, not hurtfully, with you. The 

passion, the wild, headlong, hopeless passion for reunion with them, will have resolved itself into a patience in 

which they will always be present, and responsive to your thought, . . . You will not forget. . . . an evanescent 

semblance will flash a radiance into the place where her face, his face, is in your heart and restore it to your 

vision.”9 This is among the most moving passages Howells would ever write on grief and the death of Winny—

even though she is never named.  As this paper has argued, Howells leaned ultimately on a “peace passing un-

derstanding – perhaps, perhaps, perhaps . . . .”  But it had been a hard won peace—and it was founded on the 

continuing bonds with the dead, including his beloved daughter Winifred.   

 
 

NOTES 
 

1 Susan Goodman and Carl Dawson, William Dean Howells: A Writer’s Life, 296. 

2 Selected Letters 4:105. 

3 See Continuing Bonds with the Dead: Parental Grief and Nineteenth-Century American Authors (Tuscaloosa: Univer-
sity of Alabama Press, 2016): 95-128. 

4 See for example the group of eleven of the poems, in a very different order, in Harper’s New Monthly of December 
1894: 35-40. 

5 Valden J. Madsen, “Social Guilt and Private Suffering in W. D. Howells’s Stops of Various Quills,” Markham Review 5 
(1976): 78. 

6  Mark Twain-Howells Letters, 2:681; WDH: Selected Letters 3:295-6. 

7  Stops of Various Quills, VI; this volume includes no page numbers, but each poem is numbered in Roman numerals, 
which hereafter will be used for citation, in the body of the text. 

8  HNF 495. 

9 “A Counsel of Consolation,” in In After Days: Thoughts on the Future Life (New York:  Harper, 1910): 7. 14-15.  
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The William Dean Howells Society welcomes submissions for two panels at the 

29th Annual American Literature Association Conference to be held in San Fran-
cisco, May 24-27, 2018. 

 
Panel 1: William Dean Howells and Democracy  

 
Historically, the question of Howells’s politics has been a matter of dispute. For 

some—most notably H. L. Mencken and Sinclair Lewis—Howells evinced a contemptibly 
timid conservatism that was an impediment to political progress. Whereas for others, like 
Timothy Parrish, Howells stands as the Gilded Age’s “most politically radical writer.” What 
is incontestable, however, is that politics remained a constant concern for Howells, from his 
early days as a legislative correspondent, to his time as consul, and finally as the nation’s 
preeminent critic and novelist. In his polemical criticism, for example, he framed Realist 
aesthetics as a means to actualizing America’s democratic ideals. In his column of July, 
1887 he writes, “Democracy in literature is the reverse of [aristocratic aesthetics]. It wishes 
to know and to tell the truth…it does not care to paint the marvellous and impossible for the 
vulgar many, or to sentimentalize and falsify the actual for the vulgar few. Men are more 
like than unlike one another: let us make them know one another better, that they may be all 
humbled and strengthened with a sense of their fraternity.” Late in his career, political 
matters took center stage for Howells. Alone among his peers, he famously risked his 
reputation and position by defending those accused in the Haymarket Affair. However, 
though he’d become an avowed socialist and outspoken opponent of economic inequality 
who sided with workers in labor disputes, Howells was critical of strikes and direct action. 
In The World of Chance (1893) he writes, “the right way to universal prosperity and peace 
is the political way…we must have the true America in the true American way, by reasons, 
by votes, by laws, and not otherwise.” Throughout his career, Howells’s political 
sensibilities evolved, but his preoccupation with democracy was unwavering. For this panel, 
we invite proposals for presentations that examine the subject of democracy in Howells’s 
work.  

 
Potential topics could include but are not limited to:  

 
Howells on the American presidency   
Howells on protectionism vs. cosmopolitanism and globalization 
Howells on the American nation, nationhood, citizenship 
Howells on American exceptionalism  
Howells’s critique of the Spanish-American War 
Howells on foreign and / or domestic policy  
Howells on social organization, utopianism, class struggle, direct action, etc.  
Howells’s politicized aesthetics  
Howells on American pluralism and diversity 
Howells’s relation to political figures like Henry Adams, Henry George, John Hay, and 

Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., among others  
 
Panel 2: Open Topic 
 
For this session, we invite proposals for presentations concerned with any aspect of How-
ells’s life and work.  
 
Please submit 300-500 word abstracts to Andrew Ball (ajball79 @ icloud.com) by 
January 8. The subject of the email should be “Howells ALA 2018” and the pro-

posal should include any A/V needs you will require.  
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New & Renewed WDH Society  

Memberships $15 

 Paypal 

Follow the “Membership” link: 

howellssociety.wordpress.com 

 Check 

Send your name, mailing address, and email 

address to: 

Prof. Margaret Jay Jessee  

Department of English 

University of Alabama at Birmingham 

1720 2nd Ave S 

HB 215 

Birmingham, AL 35294-1260 

 Graduate students join free for 2 years 

Send information as above 

Howells Society Executive Committee 

President: Daniel J. Mrozowski, Trinity College (Connecticut) 

Vice President & Program Chair: Andrew Ball, Wentworth Institute of Technology  

Secretary-Treasurer: Margaret Jay Jessee, University of Alabama at Birmingham 

Webmaster: Donna Campbell, Washington State University 

Howellsian Editor: Paul R. Petrie, Southern Connecticut State University 

Interested in serving?  
Contact Society President Dan Mrozowski:  

Daniel.Mrozowski at trincoll.edu 

We can’t reach you! 

With the demise of university funding for direct mailing, this newsletter and other Howells Society communications come to you via email. But 
the Society’s email address list is woefully out of date, with many bad addresses and quite a few members with no addresses at all. If you haven’t 
done so already, please take a minute to update or confirm your email address by contacting the Society’s secretary, Professor Margaret Jay 
Jessee (mjjessee at uab.edu). WDHS officers’ ability to communicate with members is vital to the Society’s continuing existence.  

Please Update Your Email Address Today! 


